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Single-particle cryo electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and cryo electron tomography (cryo-ET) are 
complementary image collection techniques that allow multi-scale analysis of biomolecular assemblies in 
health and disease [1-2]. While single-particle cryo-EM allows determining the 3D structure of purified molecules, cryo-
ET allows structural determination of the molecules in their native, cellular environment. Molecules change 
their conformations to accomplish various biological functions [3]. The conformational heterogeneity in the 
collected data can be both a huge technical problem and (if the problem is solved) an unparalleled 
opportunity to describe several relevant conformations at once. Advanced image processing algorithms 
and software are needed to solve the heterogeneity [4-8].  
The analysis of the conformational heterogeneity in cellular cryo-ET data is difficult because of an 
extremely high noise level (due to a low electron dose to which the sample is exposed in the microscope 
to avoid structural damage) and a highly crowded cellular environment. An additional problem is that 3D 
reconstruction is performed using images from a limited range of the tilt angle (images are collected from 
a sample that is only tilted between -60° and 60° or between -45° and 45°), which induces distortions in 
the reconstructed volumes due to the resulting empty space in the 3D Fourier space (the so-called 
missing wedge). The structural deformations induced by the missing wedge interfere with the structural 
deformations required for accomplishing biological functions [7-8]. An illustration of the cryo-ET data 
collection, reconstruction, missing wedge, and conformational heterogeneity is shown in the figure below.  
A computational correction of the missing wedge is a difficult and still open problem. The majority of 
methods constrain the molecular structural data analysis to the Fourier-space region that is outside of the 
missing wedge region [7] or fill in the missing wedge region by the data in the corresponding region of an 
average structure obtained by averaging many identical molecules extracted from the reconstructed 
volume [8]. Very little efforts have been so far invested in addressing this problem by artificial intelligence 
approaches. IsoNet is the first method that aims at correcting the missing wedge using deep learning and 
has been shown to be able to correct the reconstructed structure of large assemblies such as viruses or 
organelles [9]. 
This Master 2 internship project aims at establishing the basis of a new deep learning approach for 
the missing wedge correction, operating in real space or in Fourier space. This new approach will be 
compared with IsoNet [9] on synthetic and experimental cryo-ET data. If the time permits, the new missing-
wedge correction method will be used in combination with conformational heterogeneity analysis methods 
[7-8]. The experimental data that will be used for testing the methods will be obtained from the public 
database EMPIAR (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/empiar). 
 
Duration: Up to 6 months. 

Gratification: ≈600€/month (standard for internships in French public research labs) 

Location: The internship student will be located at the IMPMC, Tour 23, Campus Jussieu (Sorbonne Université, 4 
Place Jussieu, 75005 Paris).  

PhD thesis after the internship:  This work could be continued in the framework of a PhD thesis.  

Contact for applications and required documents: The applications should be sent to slavica.jonic@upmc.fr. 
They should include a CV, a motivation letter, and grade transcripts.  
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